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When planning your wedding, you may feel overwhelmed with the choices of wedding hairstyles for your
special day. The choices are endless, from elegant updos to braids and long flowing tresses. Here is a guide
to help you plan your wedding hairstyle.

The Updo
This is the classic wedding day style. Formal and elegant, there are so many ways to sweep your hair up into
this lovely hairstyle. The updo complements most headpieces and veils, and can be worn in both formal and
informal weddings. If your hair is short, add Indian hair extensions for added length.
Clip in hair extensions can be used to complete the look. Even women with round faces can wear the updo. A
modified version of the updo with a few loose tendrils will frame your face and give you a gorgeous and
glamorous look. Accent your updo with pearl tipped hairpins, clips, flowers and combs for added pizzazz.

Short and Spiky
For a dramatic look on your big day, choose a short and spiky look for your wedding hairstyle. Add in a touch
of color with Indian Remy clip in extensions for high drama. If you have long hair but want a short wedding
day style, try a Indian hair weave. These hair extensions can be parted, cut, curled and styled just as you
would your natural hair.
Short and spiky styles work best for indoor weddings or weddings in cooler months. Humidity and moisture
can ruin this style, so make sure to take your photographs while your style is still fresh.

Long and Flowing
The most versatile of bridal hairstyles, long and flowing locks are feminine and demure. A fusion hair
extensions will give you the most natural look. These hair extensions are created by attaching human hair
extensions to the ends of your natural hair with a special adhesive. Fusion weaves can be pulled into an updo
or a high ponytail, braided or curled. Their versatility make them perfect for the transition from ceremony to
reception to honeymoon. With proper maintenance, you can even enjoy your wedding hairstyle up to your
first anniversary. Indian Remy extensions have been known to last one year or longer on one application.
Want a celebrity look for your wedding day? Try a full lace wig. These realistic wigs are applied to your
natural hairline and are virtually indistinguishable from your natural hair. Their lace underlay make them
appear as though the strands are growing directly from your scalp. This is ideal for your photography
sessions that will capture every detail of your wedding day style.
Finding the right man to marry can be difficult. Finding the right style for your wedding day shouldn"t be. By
choosing the right look to complement your wedding style, you will look like a star on your wedding day.
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